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delight
It’s about the heckin 



delight (transitive verb)

1. To give joy or satisfaction to
Using definitions in presentations delight the 
audience and make you look smart









You might deep delight with 
your product if it —

1. Works as it’s expected (or better)
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1. Works as it’s expected (or better)
2. Delivers things when they’re expected
3. Anticipates user needs
4. Adapts to the user
5. Does all this reliably and consistently

You might deep delight with 
your product if it —



exceptional 
user experience
Creating an

is a pre-condition
for deep delight



surface delight?
But what about



McDonalds vs Nobu









Surface delight
is an amplifier



Kano Model



1. “Must-be” qualities (basic needs) 
expected by everyone
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1. “Must-be” qualities (basic needs) 
expected by everyone

2. “one-dimensional” qualities (performance needs) 
satisfaction when fulfilled, dissatisfaction when not fulfilled

3. “Attractive” qualities (delighters) 
satisfaction when fulfilled, no change when not fulfilled







shiny shiny 
Today’s

Is tomorrow’s

table stakes







Surface delight



1. Playful
2. Attractive
3. Natural
4. Personal
5. Empowered

5 types of delight



playful





Attractive





Natural







Personal





Empowere
d





 you might not be suited 
to any of these…  

ps.



delight?
So how do you systematise



foundations
Start with the





Design team charter



bit.ly/design-team-charter



Design principles



“Keep it wonky”
Our brand is playful, tactile and squishy. Folks using us 
should be able to feel the buttons they’re pressing. 
There’s nothing about us that says ‘straight lines’ or 
‘clean Swiss design’. If you have a hard corner or 
straight line, put a wonk on it. 





bit.ly/zh-principles



Minimum
‘Delightful’
Product

🤢



viable
What does

even mean? 



Calling it anything 
other than viable 
is devaluing what 
you’re trying to do



repeatableMaking delight



Illustration systems



Standards & 
guidelines

A set of

that enables the creation 
of artwork in a house style 







bit.ly/luke-illustration-systemsbit.ly/bonnie-illustration-systems



Microcopy



😱





1. Hire a content specialist
2 steps to good microcopy



1. Hire a content specialist
2. Actually write some content 

guidelines

2 steps to good microcopy



Motion









internal users Don’t forget your





1. They’re more productive
2. They won’t bugger off
3. It makes you feel warm and 

fuzzy

Reasons happy teams are 
good teams









Measure it



leading metrics
Figure out your



measurementMVP your



internal 
happiness 

Measure your



Make sure your 
measures are 
enshrined in your 
success metrics



When it goes wrong



TEST IT





Thank you!
@lurkmoophy    @zeroheight
luke@zeroheight.com
zeroheight.com/blog
lurkmoophy.com

http://zeroheight.com/blog

